The HathiTrust Research Center (HTRC) promotes scholarly use of the materials in the HathiTrust Digital Library.

For help with any of our products, services, or documentation, please send an email to htrc-help@hathitrust.org.

New to the HTRC? Read the Getting Started guide, or follow the links below.

How can I...

- Read the Getting Started guide
- Read the FAQ
- Attend a workshop
- Derived data via the HTRC Extracted Features dataset
- Analyze data via HTRC Data Capsule environment
- Request data from HathiTrust

HTRC Analytics, the gateway to our analysis tools, includes off-the-shelf text analysis algorithms.

- Learn about HTRC Analytics
- Go to HTRC Analytics
- Workshop calendar
- Find out more about HTRC Workshop
- Educational materials
- Tips for teaching an HTRC workshop

Services

HTRC Analytics website
HTRC Algorithms
HTRC Data Capsule Environment
HathiTrust+Bookworm

HTRC Worksets
HTRC Derived Datasets (incl. Extracted Features)
HTRC Data Access Options
Troubleshooting and FAQs
Community & Use Cases
Find a step-by-step tutorial
Examples and Use Cases
Advanced Collaborative Support (ACS) Awards
HTRC Educational Materials and Workshops
HTRC, Help!
UnCamps
User Group

Further Information
HTRC Outages and Downtime
Publications and Presentations
Grant-funded projects
HTRC Policies
HTRC on the HathiTrust website

News
- SCWARED Advanced Collaborative Support Program: Call for Proposals
- HathiTrust Research Center Awards Four ACS Projects
- Spring 2016 HTRC ACS RFP
- HTRC Service Release v3.1 for Uncamp 2015
- HTRC Services 3.0 Final Release on Feb 27 2015

More

Events
Team Calendars

HTRC Software Development

HTRC Software Development
- Developing Algorithms for the HTRC Framework
- HTRC Software Development Process for Arriving at Technical Decisions
- For Developers: Developer API - Data Capsule API
- Contributing your Code to the HTRC Community

HTRC Releases
- Data Capsule environment development updates
- HTRC Release 3.0
- HTRC v3.0 Release
- Version 3.0 Release Notes

HTRC Technical Documents
Other links

- HathiTrust Research Center Official Logo
- HathiTrust Research Center Request for Proposal
- HathiTrust Research Center Project Website at Indiana University